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A child can always teach an adult three things: to be
happy for no reason; to always be busy with something
and to demand with all his heart that which he desires.
Paulo Coehlo

If the only tool you have is a hammer, you tend to see
every problem as a nail.
Abraham Maslow

The only way to predict the future is to invent it.
Alan Kay
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Thinking Classroom
Thinking Classroom is a UK-based educational
consultancy that provides bespoke training, coaching
and resources to improve teaching, learning and
leadership. The service, established in 2001, has
worked successfully with over 500 schools, mainly
in the UK, but also in the US and Europe. Over this
time it has built strong relationships and networks
with many organisations and individuals. Thinking
Classroom’s core service comprises evidence-based
expert support for professional learning; a variety
of school improvement programmes and executive
coaching.

Mike Fleetham
Mike Fleetham is a learning design consultant, author
and coach who works with teachers, learners and
leaders to make education more effective, more
relevant and more enjoyable. His Thinking Classroom
concept and associated books and website have
inspired thousands of educators worldwide to enrich
their teaching without compromising existing good
practice. As well as having a busy training schedule
Mike regularly teaches learners of all ages. He is an
ILM accredited executive coach and experienced live
in-ear video coach.
mike@thinkingclassroom.co.uk
www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk
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1. Model

1. Model

Model
The Challenge 10 Toolkit model is a set of ten highly
effective activities; the kind of activities that make
teaching enjoyable and learning deep, engaging and
exciting. They can be adapted and applied in many
ways by new teachers and experienced ones; by
leaders and by experts who support schools.
In this first section we look briefly at the tools then
set out a rationale for their use. We’ll discover eight
features of highly effective teaching and learn
which skills pupils will need to get ahead in the
employment market from 2020 onwards.
Then you get a chance to complete one of the most
positive self-assessments you’ve ever seen.
This whole section is framed by three simple
questions:
1. What do our pupils need in order to be successful
citizens and global contributors?
2. Which teaching practices work best?
3. How can we best learn to use 2. in order to
provide 1.?
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Tools Summary
CheckIn:LineUp - A set of techniques for developing
learning relationships and for gaining authentic,
immediate feedback from pupils.
Quality Criteria - A technique for co-negotiating
success criteria with pupils to increase autonomy
and engagement.
Gritty Learning - An ethos and an attitude towards
learning that is foundational to accelerated progress
and achievement.
Task Roles - Specific, defined roles within a group to
improve collaboration and enrich learning.
Active Lecture - A flexible way to engage pupils
with the presentation of new information and to help
them recall it effectively.
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Bagel Thinking - A collaborative activity in which
the contribution of each group member is shared,
recorded and then included in a negotiated decision.
Link Think - A simple five-level progression of
thinking that pupils can self-manage and apply to
any topic.
Merry Questions - Simple sets of generic prompts
that provide enhanced challenge in all subjects.
Visual Thinking - Use two or more images to
increase engagement, deepen thinking and improve
recall.
Graffiti Alley - A multi-stage large group activity for
collecting ideas then drafting and editing written
work. It combines two ideas: Graffiti Wall and Edit
Alley.
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In your opinion, what is
the greatest challenge
that your pupils will face
once they begin their
working lives?

Why These Tools?
We’ll see in this section that each tool:
Education is the
passport to the future,
for tomorrow belongs to
those who prepare for it
today.
Malcolm X

•

is directly inspired by accepted educational
theory and research.

•

provides opportunites for pupils to develop
essential future skills.

•

can be applied to any subject material.

The C10 tools are powerful because they answer the
three questions at the start of this section now and
into the foreseeable future. Each one, when used
effectively, simultaneously offers effective teaching
and the opportunity to develop future skills.
Pupil needs evolve as the world demands more from
them. Effective teaching transforms in light of new
research and accelerating technical and cultural
contexts. These tools will allow you stay ahead of the
game and adapt to these changes.
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In what ways do you
believe the world in 2030
will be a different place to
today?

Our Pupils’ Futures
Two things are certain about the kind of world in
which our pupils will be living 5, 10, 20 years from
now. First, it will not be the same as the world of
today (or that of 5, 10, 20 years ago) and second, we
can’t know for sure what it will be like. The best we
can do is to guess well.
The World Economic Forum (WEF) guesses well. It’s
a Swiss non-profit foundation that is ‘committed to
improving the state of the world’. It connects leaders
from business, politics and academia in order to
work out what we should be doing to safeguard all
our futures. The WEF wants to make things better.
So do we. Inevitably their work includes thinking
about the future of work and employability.
WEF research confirms what we educators already
know: our pupils need to learn facts, skills and
characteristics. They need to know things; they
need to be able to do things and they need to have
specific personal attributes - all of which falls on us
to teach to them.

weforum.org
Look for The Future of
Jobs report from 2016.

mike-walsh.com/
Listen to Mike’s podcast,
Between Worlds, to stay
right up to date with the
future.
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Tools
The tools are intentionally very different to each
other both in scope and purpose. They can be
combined and integrated into a single lesson, a
programme of study or across a whole subject.
They are presented here in no particular order but
each description follows the same format:
How It Works - what the tool is and what you need
to do.
Knowledge, Skills and Attitudes - what pupils will
need in order to access the tool and what they will
develop as a result of using it.
Applications - Specific situations where you might
choose to use the tool while you learn to use it.
Extensions, Adaptations, Variations - Suggested
changes to the tool you may wish to make as you
develop your expertise.
Support - Suggestions, questions, examples and
further instructions.
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Tools
LineUp:CheckIn
A set of techniques for developing
learning relationships and for gaining
authentic, immediate feedback from
pupils.

Quality Criteria
A technique for co-negotiating
success criteria with pupils to increase
autonomy and engagement.

Gritty Learning
An ethos and an attitude towards
learning that is foundational to
accelerated progress and achievement.

Task Roles
Specific, defined roles within a group
to improve collaboration and enrich
learning.

Active Lecture
A flexible way to engage pupils with
the presentation of new information
and to help them recall it effectively.
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Bagel Thinking
A collaborative thinking activity in
which the contribution of each group
member is shared, recorded and then
included in a negotiated decision.

Link Thinking
A simple five-level progression of
thinking that pupils can self-manage.

Merry Questions
Simple sets of generic prompts that
provide enhanced challenge in all
subjects.

?

??

Visual Thinking
Use two or more images to increase
engagement, deepen thinking and
improve recall.

Graffiti Alley
A multi-stage large group activity for
collecting ideas then drafting and
editing written work. It combines two
ideas: Graffiti Wall and Edit Alley.
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Visual Thinking
Use two or more images to increase
engagement, deepen thinking and
improve recall.

How It Works
Quickly find suitable
images by using your
learning objective (or
keywords from it) as a
Google Images search
term.

Find two images directly related to your learning
objective. Present them side by side either on a
handout or screen then ask pupils, which one best
represents the focus of the lesson and why. Use the
answers to assess pupils’ current understanding as
well as their ability to reason and justify a choice.

Knowledge, Skills & Attitudes
Asking, ‘which one best
represents’ immediately
activates high order
thinking.

Example
The learning intention is
for pupils to develop a
deeper concept of shape,
especially rectangles.
Which image best
represents the idea of
‘rectangle’?
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Pupils will need to think with metaphor and make
connections between images and the upcoming
lesson. They will also need to be able to select one
image over another and offer reasons for their
choice. There is no single right answer for this kind
of task so they will need confidence to not ‘get
the right answer’. There will be multiple ‘correct’
responses depending on how they interpret the
images.

Visual Thinking

Applications
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Two poets: Which best represents poetry?
Two animals: Which best represents survival?
Two chemicals: Which best represents danger?
Two cities: Which best represents sustainability?
Use to assess understanding after a lesson.

Extensions, Adaptations, Variations
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Use three or more images.
Replace the images with sounds, words, actions.
Identify similarities/differences between images.
Change the prompt (which is most/least...)
Use the same images in different lessons.
Use different images in the same lesson.
Allocate specific thinking roles to pupils.
Pupils choose images for the next lesson.

For younger learners use
one lesson-linked image
and ask what they can
see. Use this to model
and extend vocabulary.

When choosing images
use ones that specifcilly
link to the learning
outcome of the lesson.

Begin Here
Decide on keywords for Google images search:
Images chosen:
Pupils’ response:

Reflection: What have you learned about your pupils’ understanding/thinking?

Discussion

Try This

The images are similar but different enough to cause
debate. Both show buildings with rectangles. The one
on the left is more repetitive than the one on the right.
Maybe pupils will choose this one because of the quantity
of rectangles? However the one on the right includes
squares (a special case of rectangle) and arches. So
maybe this one best represents ‘rectangle’ because of
its diversity. By supporting pupils to look in detail and to
think hard, you automatically focus them on the features
of a rectangle - which is the intended learning.

Find two images to help
pupils deepen their
thinking about verbs.
Find two images to help
pupils remember essential
topic keywords.
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Graffiti Alley
A multi-stage large group activity for
collecting ideas then drafting and
editing written work. It combines two
ideas: Graffiti Wall and Edit Alley.

How It Works
Spread out the subactivities of Graffiti
Alley over a whole week
leading up to a Friday
presentation.

Monday: Contribute ideas
Tuesday: Collect ideas
Wednesday: First draft
Thursday: Edit Alley
Friday: Final version

Example
Pupils are preparing
presentations to give to
an invited audience at the
end of term. The content
of each talk needs to be
relevant, interesting and
delivered in a memorable
way.

Pupils make written contributions, simultaneously
in response to a prompt, on to large rolls of paper
fixed up around the room. They then review all
contributions, collect the ideas they want, and
individually write their first draft. Next, they form two
straight lines of pairs facing each other and share
their draft with the person opposite. On cue, one line
shuffles along so that everyone gets a new partner.
The drafts are shared again and improved further.

Knowledge, Skills & Attitudes
Graffiti Alley is a complex activity requiring a wide
range of skills. Ideas need to expressed clearly,
publicly and in writing. Written work is drafted by
selecting from the larger bank of related ideas on the
Graffiti Wall. Pupils will also need the ability to listen
for understanding and the skills to give meaningful
feedback effectively. Although this is a large group
activity, pupils work individually and get to develop
self-confidence, motivation and independence.
Topics that are relevant

How to make a talk interesting

Memory techniques
All pupils contribute freely to these three walls and then
begin to plan their talk using ideas written there.
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Applications
■■ Generating, drafting and refining narrative such as
an original fairy tale based on existing motifs.
■■ Collecting opinions, constructing arguments and
then preparing for a debate
■■ Evaluating learning for example, an end of topic
review and key point summary for revision.

Extensions, Adaptations, Variations
■■ Pupils sit on the floor along either side of long
rolls of paper to write their ideas.
■■ Use flip chart paper scattered around the
classroom.
■■ Structure the Edit Alley conversations by
focussing on a single theme; for example,
positives, negatives, changes, questions or ideas.
■■ Reduce the size of the Edit Alley to suit your
pupils.

Younger pupils can sit
around a long sheet of
reversed wallpaper writing
on it all at the same time.

Graffiti Wall prompts for a
fairy tale:
Magical object
Main character
Evil character
Interesting place

Begin Here
Select a major piece of written work that each pupil needs to produce.
Set up Graffiti Walls to collect key ideas and use Edit Alley to refine draft work.
Pupils’ response:

Reflection: To what extent did this activity raise pupil achievement:

Try This
Use Graffiti Alley to create,
improve and present
poems inspired by those
studied in class.

Pupils face each other in pairs and work together to
improve each other’s talk. After a set time the first person
walks to the other end of their line, everyone in that line
shuffles up, and work continues.
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Impact
In this final section we look at how to plan, design
and evaluate C10 within lessons, subjects and
schools.
We define effective professional learning and then
use straightforward questions to implement and
evaluate the tools.
C10 is an alternative not an addition. Your school
day is already crowded so before using any tool ask
yourself:
1. How do I want the tool contribute to the quality of
teaching and learning?
2. How will I collect evidence of impact on pupil
progress?
3. How will I assess whether the C10 tool is more
effective than the activity I would have used
originally?
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What is you current
experience of professional
learning? How does it
match with the ideal
situation described
below?

Professional Learning
Research suggests that attending a one-day course
in order to learn a new teaching technique or to
explore a new initiative has very little eventual
impact on student outcomes.
What does have impact is when teachers collaborate
over a sustained period of time to solve problems
defined in terms of student outcomes. They make
use of evidenced practice, about which they have
thought critically, and draw on external expertise
when they need it. In order for this to be successful
they need a working environment where they are
trusted and respected, all set in an organisational
culture that values openness and autonomy.
For C10 (and any other idea) to work, the following
must take place:
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•

Decide/define what needs to change for pupils.

•

Confirm that this is the case through research.

•

Frame the change as a problem to be solved.

•

Work collaboratively to solve it.

•

Evaluate impact against the problem definition.

3. Impact

Consider the subject
of the last professional
learning that you took
part in. How far on the
road to ‘expert’ are you?

When we attempt to learn a new teaching technique
the expectation can be that we move swiftly from
can’t do to can do. This is not the case. We move in
several steps from complete beginner to expert.
Frameworks can help us to talk about where we are
on these kind of learning journeys and where we are
headed:
The Concerns-based Adoption Model (CBAM)
acknowledges that the focus of our concern will
change as we become more familiar and confident
with a new idea. It presents several stages of
concern:

sedl.org/cbam/stages_of_
concern.html

0. I am not concerned about it yet.
1. I’d like to know more.
2. I am concerned about it’s impact on my routine.
3. I am concerned about the time it will take.
4. I am concerned about its impact on pupils.
5. My focus now is sharing with other teachers.
6. I’m ready for something new.
David Weston’s model has four similar stages:
Awareness: I know about the change.
Procedural: I can replicate what I was shown.
Deliberative: I can use the new idea independently.
Adaptive: I can apply, adapt and modify the idea.

Unleashing Great
Teaching, (2008), Weston
and Clay.
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Training
Thinking Classroom offers a range of training
programmes and coaching expertise to help you
embed not only C10 Tools but other improvement
focusses and professional learning processes into
your school or organisation.
To make an enquiry about pricing and availability
please contact:
info@thinkingclassroom.co.uk
+44 (0)1962 810554
+44 (0)7983404086
www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk

Free C10 Resources
Each month a brand new C10-inspired activity
is published. This is available to download from
the website. You will need to sign up to Thinking
Classroom’s free standard membership and online
newsletter to get access:
www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk/MembersResources/
MembershipInformation/Join
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Books
Mike Fleetham has published a collection of
teachers’ resource books designed to help you make
your teaching more effective and enjoyable. They are
available from the Thinking Classroom bookshop and
from Amazon.
www.thinkingclassroom.co.uk/BookShop/ShopHome

How to Create and
Develop a Thinking
Classroom

Thinking Stories to Wake
Up Your Mind

Surprising Stories to
Stimulate Creativity

Including Gifted, Able &
Talented Children in the
Primary Classroom

How to Understand &
Improve Boys’ Learning

How to Support Children
Moving School

Assessment Thinking
Cubes: 216 Plenaries

Multiple Intelligences in
Practice

Creating Extra-Ordinary
Teachers
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